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OPEN CIRCUIT 
COOLING TOWERS
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Open Circuit Cooling Towers
Open circuit cooling tower is a cooling device that achieves process circulating water cooling by spraying hot 
process circulating water on the packing and undertaking heat transfer by contacting with the air flowing through 
the packing.

Compared with closed circuit cooling towers, open circuit cooling towers require less initial investment but higher 
water consumption. Closed circuit cooling tower is an upgrade of open circuit cooling towers suitable for cooling 
industries with higher requirements for the cleanness of process fluid.

According to the water flow direction and air inlet direction, open circuit cooling towers are divided into counter 
flow open circuit coolers and cross flow open circuit coolers. In the counter flow open circuit cooler, as the 
direction of spray water is opposite to the direction of air inlet, therefore, it is named as counter flow open circuit 
cooling tower. In the cross flow open circuit cooler, as the direction of spray water is perpendicular to the direction 
of air inlet, therefore, it is called as cross flow open circuit cooling tower.

Counter flow open circuit cooler Cross flow open circuit cooler

Cross flow open circuit coolerCounter flow open circuit cooler

Open Circuit Cooling Towers

Process circulating water from the heat source is evenly sprayed on the packing. The packing shall be designed to enlarge the contact 
area between the air and water flow as much as possible. The packing allows the water to form thin flow films, so that the water surface 
area can be exposed to the interacting flow as much as possible. At the same time, the air is drawn in through the side air inlet, moving 
upward and undertaking heat transfer with spray water via the packing. Spray water becomes cool, falls into the water tank and then 
returns to the process circulating water for recycling. The cold air turns into hot and humid air, flows through the drift eliminator and 
collects the excess moisture to the water tank. It is then induced to the top of the cooling tower by the fan and is discharged into the 
atmosphere.

✔   Compact structure, space saving design

✔   Simple system, easy installation

✔   Low noise

✔   Lightweight

✔   Low electricity consumption

✔   Low investment cost

How Does It Work?
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Axial fan
Blades are made of aluminum plate. The fan features reasonable 
aerodynamic force, large air volume, high efficiency, low noise and 
corrosion resistance.

Spray system
A key component in the cooling tower. It is designed to spray water evenly on the 
packing, enlarge the moisture contact area, thereby vaporizing some part of water, 
taking the heat away and lowering the water temperature.

Structure & Components
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Tower body plate
It can be constructed of galvanized steel, stainless steel 304 or FRP materials.

Drift eliminator

PVC packing
Heat dissipation, heat resistance, cold 
resistance, flame retardant.
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Water tank
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Hebei Feiyu Cooling Equipment Co., Ltd.

 Zhaohui Street, Zaoqiang Town, Zaoqiang County, Hengshui, Hebei Province

Phone/WhatsApp/WeChat: +86-15713184658 / +86-13931808425

Tel: +86-318-8222061

Email: info@pvccoolingfill.com

Website: www.flycoolingtower.com


